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News Editor

Fulfilling, in part, what Martin
Luther King Jr. called his dream,
Idahoans of many different races and ages marched Monday,
Jan. 17 from the SUB's Jordan
Ballroom to the capitol building
as brothers and sisters under the
banner offreedom, equality, and
justice.
While the holiday commemorates King's life and impact on
the civil rights movement, many
marchers and speakers brought
their own political and social
messages to the event.
Signs protesting the war in Iraq
and Taco BeliArena could be seen
with ones exuding equality and
human rights as the marchers
made their way down a partially
closed off Capitol Boulevard.
With marchers still filtering
to the capitol steps, the crowd's
cheers and claps mingled with
those of Martin Luther King Jr.'s
original audience as his famous
"I Have a Dream" speech was
replayed through the public address system,
'
The mayor of Mountain Home
Joe McNeil, who is the first black
mayor of an Idaho city, was the
first speaker. After giving a brief
history of the civil rights movement, McNeil urged the audience
to continue to fight injustice and
help fulfill King's "dream."
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"We must make this dream
come true so his death is not in
vain," McNeil said.
Speaking after McNeil, state
Rep. Nicole LeFavour told the
crowd they were not yet free and
echoed McNeil's urgings to continue fighting injustice. LeFavour
spoke passionately about the
struggle for gay and farmworker
rights, and warned about the divisive and extreme politics of the
Bush administration and some
of the Idaho legislature.
The coordinator for the march
and rally for the MLK committee, David Collinge, was the final
speaker.
"We are Iall] culprits of injustice.i. We are our biggest enemy,"
Collinge said. "Consciously or
unconsciously, we distance ourselves from others."
Collinge's message absolved
no one of responsibility for the
world's injustices, but rather implicated everyone.
Despite the many different
messages presented by marchers and speakers, all seemed to
fall under a simple adage offered
by MLK Ir.: "Injustice anywhere
threatens justice everywhere."
The march and rally are the
beginning of events planned for
MLKJr.week at BSU that will culminate Friday night with an address by Martin Luther-King III in'
the Jordan Ballroom at 7 p.m.
Ulslt unau.ertnterontrne.con
for our
IoIlK Jr. Day shdashou.
All photos by
Rlchae Swanbeck/The Arbiter

Compiledby Mary Grace Lucasusing data from followingsources:
www.lib.lsu.edu
www.stanford.edu
rosaparks.netfirms.com
www.pbs.org

MLK III'to speak. in
SUB {omoITQW night
BY LIZ HUERTR

Washingtop. in party mode for Bush inaguration
BY MRRIR
Knight

Ridder

RECIO
Newspepers

WASHINGTON-Anypresidentlal inauguration, as all political
aficionados know, is a good excuse for a party, and this week
Washington - not New York or
Los Angeles - is party central.
Nine official inaugural balls
are "to take place Thursday evening after President Bush is
sworn in for a second term, but
the entire week is filled with dozens of balls, parties and galas all
over town that will feature tons of
food, liquor, celebrities and even
a touch of glamour.
.

.

.

Once again, the hottest ticket in
town is the Texas State Society's
Black Tie & Boots extravaganza
Wednesday night. The event sold
out online in less than an hour:
There were 125,000 requests for
. the 10,000tickets. Early this week
there was still a brisk market for
the tickets on eBay, with bidders
willing to pay $1,200 and up for
two tickets that originally sold
for $125 each.
The party, held every inauguration no matter who's elected president, is at the Marriott
Wardman Park Hotel in northwest Washington. This year's
headliners include singer Lyle

a Commander-in-Chief ball to
Lovett, and the event has a spethe official roster that will be free
cial cachet because the president
and his wife, Laura - Texans, af- for 2,000 uniformed guests who
have served in Iraq. There also
ter all- will attend.
.
Then there's the celebrity quo- will be a nonofficial "The Heroes
Red, White & Blue InauguralBall"
tient, which ranges from 'tween
late Thursday night after the offiidol Hilary Duff, who performed
at the youth ball that the twins . cial balls are over. That party will
hosted Tuesday, to pop diva host 500 wounded service members and their families.
Gloria Estefan, high-brow tenor
While everyone is supposed
Andrea Bocelli and legendary pito hew to the inaugural theme,
anist Van Cliburn. Other celebri"Celebrating Freedom, Honoring
ties around town include boxing
Service," the subtheme is defipromoter Don King, comedian
nitely Texas, where Bush's roots
Ben Stein, actor' Dennis Hopper
provide as good a reason as any
and R&Bsongstress Macy Gray.
In a bow to the wartime envi- to wear cowboy boots and flashy
jewelry and to down margaritas.
ronm~nt, organizers' have added

HRLE

News UJrller

For more than 20 years, Martin
Luther King III continues to follow in the footsteps of his father,
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Like his
father, King III continues. to serve
as one of the nation's community
activists, political leaders and human rights advocates for the poor,
the oppressed and disillusioned.
King's call to promote peace in
foreign countries began in the late
1970swhen he was called upon by
President Jimmy Carter in two official delegations.
.
"In the 1980s, King served as
member or the board of directors of the Martin Luther King
Jr. Center fpr non-violent social
change and continued to deliver
his father's message to a world audience.
During this period, King trav"
eled to five poverty and drought

stricken Africannations where he
was later incarcerated for protestIng against the injustice in South
.Africa and for supporting the
freedom of Nelson Mandela,
In the late 1980s;King founded
Leadership 2000, Inc. an organization that developed capabilities
for individuals aspiring to public
office. King left public office in
1993 and has since redirected his
focus on Leadership 2000 to leadership and diversity sensitivity
trainingfor managers in the public and private sectors.
- Martin Luther King IIIwill deliver a keynoteadctress as part
of Boise State's annual MLK
Ir, Human Rights Week at the
Student Union Jordan Ballroom
on Friday January 21, 2005 at 7:00
p.m. Free tickets are available at
the Student Union Information
Desk and seats will beguaranteed
until 6:45 p.m.
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real world
BY LIZ

HEURTR

HRLE

News Writer

A morning jog through campus
by young men and women sporting t-shlrts with the ARMY logo
can make students stop and stare,
wondering exactly who these
people are.
Today. they are students attending Boise State University, but tomorrow they may be the next officers serving in the United States
Army.
Lt. Col. and Assistant Professor
Patricia Morrill said the Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
program currently has about
120 students enrolled throughout Idaho. Students in the Idaho
ROTC attend either BSU, Idaho
State University, Brigham Young
University, Northwest Nazarene
University, or Albertson's College
ofIdaho.

Morrill said students enrolled
in military science courses are
not required to join the Army,
but the majority make their decision to enlist during their junior year in college. Students who
complete the ROTCprogram and
sign a military commitment contract become qualified commissioned officers and may join the
Army National Guard or the Army
Reserves as second lieutenants.
Juniors may either choose to
take the contract and make a career with the Army or use their
degrees for civilian jobs. Morrill
believes the curriculum is a great
tool that can be utilized for leadership whether a student chooses
to enlist in the Army or become a
civilian.
"Education is very important
to us, and students under a contract can be assured that they will
not be deployed until they fin-
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Army life," Nick Allex said. Allex,
ish the ROTC program," Morrill serve in the military for at least Training Course.
19, has been part of the ROTC
four years. Brown added that
Jones said the ROTC program
program for a year and a half.
said.
Although the war in Iraq has serving in the Army has given her is not as rigorous as military ba- Allex said he comes from a fama sense of higher standing among
sic training, but much calmer and
not had an impact on the number
ily with a military background.
other students at BSU.
more of a learning environment.
of students signing up or withHe was prior enlisted in the Army
Sgt. 1st Class and Instructor
Students in Jones' class can exdrawing from the program, some
for a year and decided to become
students might be intimidated to David Jones agreed with Morrill pect to participate in various labs a commissioned officer because
and
said
that
this
year
only
six
,
which
focus
mainly
on
leadership
join the ROTCprogram due to the
he likes the structure and trainstudents were deployed to serve and management training and
war and fear 'of being deployed,
ing the military offers.
in the war. They were not under
some military preparation coursMorrill said.
Students at BSUwere first given
any
type
of
contract
and
were
all
es.
The
labs
are
designed
to
give
That definitely wasn't the case
the opportunity to participate in
sophomores at BSU.
students hands-on experience
with Nicole Brown, 26, who began
this program when the U.S. Army
Jones, an instructor for mlli- and prepare them for future rnisher first semester in the ROTC
introduced the ROTC program to
tary
science
advanced
courses,
sions.
Reconnaissance
and
intelprogram this year. Brown said she
- BSU on Oct. 14, 1976. Since then,
teaches juniors or as he calls them
ligence missions - patrolling and
would like. to be a commissioned
more than 230 alumni have been
changing formation in the woods
officer to be able help and lead "MS3's," short for military science
commissioned as second lieu',
- are some of the many labs stuenlisted soldiers down a more junior year.
tenants into the U.S. Army, Army
"There is no commitmentto the dents participate in during the
successful path. In her opinion,
Reserves, and the Idaho National
Army
unless
a
student
accepts
a
ROTCprogram,
Jones
said.
it's easier to execute orders and
Jones and Morrill both agree the Guard.
lead when one has rank. The call scholarship," Jones said. When a
The Army's ROTC program
student
accepts
a
scholarship,
he
ROTC'sgoal
is to prepare students
of duty is very important to Brown
is offered through the Military
or
she
has
an
obligation
to
accept
for
the
Army,
as
well
as
preparing
and her husband, who also served
Science
Department,
which
a contract as a commissioned of- them with leadership skills.
in the Army for five years.
falls under the College of Social
ficer
and
serve
on
active
duty
un"I
enjoy
the
atmosphere
and
Brown believes everyone that
Sciences and Public Affairs.
til completing the Offic~r Basic 'I've always been intrigued by the
is qualified should take part and
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WASHINGTON- The performers at Tuesday's inaugural youth
concert were Republican-approved and purportedly PG-rated.
But one band strayed from the
GOP script.
"Welcome to the greatest [expletive] country in the world,"
Fuel singer Brett Scallions, one of
the earlier acts, told the crowd.
Realizing his mistake, he quickly corrected course.
"I wasn't supposed to use that
word. I apologize," he said.
Before the lineup was announced for "America's Future
Rocks Today," Republican groups
had pressured concert planners
to keep it clean. Reports that Kid
Rockwould perform at the concert had Christian conservatives
crying foul - language, that is.
Organizers insisted that the rauncliy "oc~er was never officially
booked.',

In the end, the teen audience
was more Disney devotee than
hard rocker. Squeaky-clean Hilary
Duff, whose biography noted that
she doesn't have a driver's license
yet, and Ryan Cabrera were fan
favorites, while the harder-edged
Fuel drew a lukewarm response.
"American Idol" winner Ruben
Studdard, [olo and 3 Doors Down
also performed.
"The concert will overshadow anything that happened in
the planning stages," inaugural
spokesman Ben Porritt said before
the event. "We're thrilled with the
performers we've put together."
The crowd generally was too,
but empty scats and floor space
were plentiful.
Young fans waved glow sticks
and sang along to their favorite
songs. And they went wild whenPresident Bush and First Lady
Laura Bush made a quasi-surprise appearance.
"How about Hilary Duff? She
was fantastic," the president
said, "How about 3 Doors Down?

Rick Parru"

Pretty cool guys, right? Seem cool thrilled that the concert was on
their itinerary.
tome."
"We had to come," Millicent
The Bush's 23-year-old twin
said. "I don't like these people
daughters, Ienna and Barbara,
... they're too fake and maindid not appear onstage at the constream."
cert.
If the concert fell short on the
The president emphasized that
hip scale, it wasn't for lack of trythe event was about more than
music, encouraging the crowd to ing. Stephen Baldwin took the
stage on a skateboard, "Arc you
get involved in their communiguys rockin' or what?" he enties.
"Take time out of your life to thused.
While the star power was only
make somebody else's life better,"
so-so, according to Trakin, he
he said.
Teens and 20-somethings of- gave the Republicans credit for
fered testimonials about volun- persuading a half-dozen acts to
teer work during the two-hour . perform.
"It's not all country and polka,"
concert.
While the message was posi- he noted.
Still, the GOP line-up didn't
tive, the concert's cool quotient
compare to the Democrats' starwas in question.
"I' guess it would be a cool con- studded concerts last fall that
cert if you're a 17-year-old girl," featured Bruce Springsteen, the
said Roy Trakin, senior editor of Dave Matthews Band, R,E,M. and
other heavy hitters, Trakin said.
Hits magazine.
"All the action is still on the
Not really, said Millicent Bolin,
Democrats' side,': he said. "Bill
17-year-old from New Orleans.
Many in the audience were on Clinton had Fleetwood Mac
George Bush has Hilary Duff."
school trips, and some weren't
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At inaugural youth concert, positive
message trumps cool quotient
BY COLLEEN
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New inte!ligence reports
raise questions about
U.S. mission in Iraq
. WA~HINGTON - A series of new U.S.
mtel.hgen.ce assessments on Iraq paints
a grim picture of the toad ahead and
concludes that there's little likelihood
that President Bush's goals can be attained in the near future.
. Instead o~ stabilizing the country, national elections Jan. 30 are likely to be
followed by more violence and could
?rovo~.e a civ~l war between majortty S~llte Muslims and minority Sunni
Mush~lS, the ~IA and other intelligence
agencies predict, according to senior
officials who've seen the classified reports.
A new public report by the National
Intelligence Council concludes that instead of diminishing terrorism, U.S.occupied Iraq has replaced prewar
Afghanistan as a breeding and training
ground for terrorists who may disperse
to conduct attacks elsewhere.
The Bush administration
claimed
before invading Iraq that Saddam had
strong ties to international terrorism,
but most counterterrorism experts dispute that and no evidence has been
found to support the claim.
"The sad thing is we have created what
the administratinn
claimed we were intervening to prevent: an Iraq/al-Qaida
linkage," one of the senior intelligence
officials said.

local/bsu

world

Dogs poisoned with
strychnine

Bush has given no sign that he
plans to change approaches in Iraq
and has declined to set his own timeline for American troops to withdraw.

local/bsu

, I,oc;al/bsu

,

BOISE, Idaho - Four dogs have been
poisoned in the Vista Avenue area, and
police are investigating three more possible cases.
"This is really troubling for this neighborhood," said Officer Lance Nickerson,
neighborhood contact officer for the
WASHINGTON - If Iraqis go to the
Vista area. "This is a serious crime that's
polls on Jan. 30, there will be distriets
very hurtful and upsetting."
where only a local resident would know
The Boise Police first received a call of
how to find a ballot box.
An election worker, speakingon con- . something unusual when a dog autopsy
revealed strychnine poisoning as the
dition of anonymity because of the secause of death.
curity situation, said signboards with
Further inquiry and more calls led
cryptic notations in marking pencil
would go up on the day of the vote In police to three additional dead dogs.
Among the dead is a husky, two labs and
some of Iraq's most violent neighbora rottweiler. The breeds ofthe three cashoods.
es still under investigation had not been
"They'll have general instructions
that will lead you to figure out how to released at press time.
Boise Police Spokeswoman
Lynn
vote," said one senior election manager
Hightower
said
the
police
are
conductin Baghdad.
ing extra patrols and asking neighbors
With two weeks to go, the Independent
to be on the look out for suspicious acElectoral Commission of Iraq is unrolltivity.
Whoever is responsible for the
ing a voter information campaign in a
poisonings could face felony animal
cat-and-mouse fashion that gives Iraqis
abuse charges.
'
the information they need to vote while
hoping to frustrate the planning of suicide bombers and other election saboteurs.
U.S. and Iraqi security forces, kept in
the dark until now, are starting to get
briefings on polling locations. The numBOISE, Idaho - Boise State University
ber of polling stations has been reduced
has teamed up with Sonora Clinical
from an original target of9,000 to fewer
Research to conduct medical trials
than 6,000.

Vote locations a mystery
for Iraqis

BSU collaborates with
Sonora Research Group

on "cutting edge" pharmaceutical
products.
The partnership with the Boise-based
private research organization will allow
faculty, students, and local healthcare
professionals the ability to conduct and
manage clinical research trials.
The Center for Health Policy and
Health,
Wellness
and Counseling
Services are organizing the trials with
Sonora Clinical Research.
Phase III trails, usually the last stage
before FDA approval, for a new drug
developed to treat the symptoms of osteoarthritis and another drug designed
to treat new-onset, Type II diabetes in
young adults are getting underway at
BSU.
BSU students, staff, and faculty who
meet the study criteria may be able to
participate in the research trials.
Those eligible will receive a medical
evaluation and care at the Health and
Wellness Center. Participants will be enrolled in double blind studies, meaning
neither the participant nor the medical
provider will know if the patient is getting the drug or a placebo. The trials will
last for about two to three months.
Anyone interested in participating
can contact Sonora Clinieal Research at

Boise State professor,
students honored by
United Vision for Idaho
BOISE, Idaho-A Boise State University
professor and two students were honored at the United Vision for Idaho seventh annual Progressive Celebration
and Awards Dinner.
Dr. Peter Lutze, a communication
professor, was awarded Progressive
Technology Pioneer of the Year.
"The partnership between TVTV and
BSU has been integral to the success
of that program," Lutze said. "TVTV is
a perfect example of service learning,
where the community benefits from the
service and students get to apply learning in a real world application."
Two Boise State students were honored with the Progressive Youth Leader
of the Year Award. Arielle Anderson, an
organizer in the protest against the Taco
Bell Arena, and Fernando Mejia, an active member in the campaign to get the
Dream Act passed, both received the
honor.

(208) 888-4773.
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Campus Fact: Agreement with statements about textbooks
Courtes~

of Siudent
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"Instead of paying money for a new bundled version, Iam
more likely to buy a used copy of the book alone."

67

"I would prefer to have the option of buying individual
elements of a bundle separately. '

66

"I am more likely to purchase a bundled version of the textbook
if the professor explains why the extra materials are important."

60

~
"I am more likely to purchase a bundle based on how
useful it is in the course."

60

"1am less likely to purchase a bundled version of a textbook
because of the higher price."

48

"I have difficulty when trying to sell back textbooks I have
bought on a bundled basis."
,

43

% wh~

Statement

s~rg~~~

"I have no choice when it comes to buying bundled textbooks,
there is no unbundled option.'

40

"I compare prices online before I purchase each required textbook."

39

"I compare J?rices at local bookstores before I purchase each
required textbook."

38

"My experience with bundled textbooks discouraged
another bundled book next semester."

26

me from buying

"1am more likely to purchase a bundled version of a textbook
because of the extra materials."

y

24

(Student Monitor publishes nationally syndicated market research studies of the college student market'
For this survey 1,200 full-time undergraduates
at four-year colleges and universities were interviewed.)
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The Confederate battle flag:
a racist
BY BILL WRRD
specrel to The Arbiter

After reading Marcy Newman's
article "Symbols of Racism"
(1/13/05) in The Arbiter, I had to
wonder.if Boise State is an institution of higher learning or just
another of those campuses specializing in a type of politically
correct indoctrination.
In her articie where she mentioned "what the Confederate flag
really means." Newman told of a
student who, according to her description, violated her space by
wearing a jacket displaying the
Army of Northern Virginia (ANV)
battle flag. She rambled on with
her interpretation of what the
Georgia legislature had in mind
when it adopted the ANV battle
flag into its state flag in 1956 - a
means of intimidating Black men
and women in Georgia.
However, some Georgia legislators and others living today who
were instrumental in designing
the '56 Georgia flag deny that was
the case. That flag more realistically represents Georgia and its
Southern-Confederate
history
and heritage. Not only in the
south today, but throughout the
country. inany Americans revere
the ANV battle flag as an honorable. soldiers' flag that their ancestors fought and died under. It
represents an important part of
tens of thousands of individuals'
ancestral history and heritage.
As to the ANV battle flag' being

symbol or proud history?

flown when African-Americansare lynched. I will submit to Dr.
Newman that as a historical researcher of some 35 plus years. I
have seen many photos of lynchings. Virtually all of those were
devoid of images of any flag except for the occasional United
States flag. In a great many lynching photos. no reason existed to
display a flag with a SouthernConfederate history; because the
lynchings took place in northern
states. And some, of the worst
spectacles of lynchings (lynching
does not just mean hanging) that 1
.have seen occurred in states such
as Iowa, Nebraska. Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, and as far west
as California. Those spectacles
included the severe whipping,
hanging, and public burning of
a body on a public street while a
crowd of onlookers stood by. No
Confederate flags are seen. In
California, a long list of lynchings that took place from the late
19th century until the mid·20th
century showed a few Blacks and
Hispanics that were lynched, with
the majority having been white.
No need for a Confederate flag to
intimidate there.
However, as she continued in
her article, Dr. Newman was partially correct, although slightly
skewed in her observations about
the ANVbattle flag in more modern times. She leans hard on the
idea of "white, Christian supremacy woven into these flags ...used
historically by groups such as the

laces, should be eliminated? And
contrary to popular belief fed by
"Hollywood history," the Klan
was not resurrected to intimidate
Blacks. Those of us of the Roman
Catholic faith and select white
politicians became the KKK'sfirst
targets. Next came the Jews, and
Black folk were an afterthought.
It took decades before the Klan
chose to desecrate the ANVbattle
flag.
Historically, the flag flying
over every school and government building in the country the U.S. flag - has its dark side,
from flying over slave ships that
plied their trade through New
England seaports long before the
Confederate States of America
existed, to the brutal, genocidal war waged by the U.S. Army
against Native Americans and In
the Philippine, Islands during the
Spanish American War.
In the spring of 1941, just
months before Japan bombed
Pearl Harbor, the Klan and
American Nazi's held a joint
meeting at Camp Nordland, New
Jersey, with an estimated 50,000 in
attendance. Camp Nordland, one
of five such camps In states such
as Illinois and Pennsylvania, was
not unlike our Boy Scout camps
of today. The young GermanAmerican boys who visited In
the summer wore uniforms with
armbands that displayed the
swastika. The boys weren't there
to learn scouting skills. They were
being taught the doctrines of the

Ku Klux Klan. Aryan Nations. and
neo Nazi organizations ... and it is
waved when white supremacist
Christian groups march in predominately Jewish -communities
such as Skokie. Ill."
To address the latter comments:
recently the History Channel (cable TV) ran back-to-hack showings of two productions. the
History of the Ku Klux Klan and
the American Nazi Party. These
films did. indeed, show both
groups. Klan and Nazi, displayIng at least one ANV battle flag in
public demonstrations. including
the one by the Nazi's in Skokie, Ill.
RecallthattheNazi'sappliedmore
than once for parade permits and
were continually denied. Finally,
-of all groups, the ACLUstepped in
and sued on the grounds that the
Nazi's First Amendment rights
were being denied. But what Dr.
Newman fails to mention in her
diatribe about "white. Christian
supremacy." is that another flag
was also prominently featured
in these marches, the flag of the
United States. What in the world
shall we do with that flag?
Since its modern revival in 1915,
the KKK claimed as its own the
U.S. flag and the Christian cross.
Almost immediately, the flaming
cross became the foremost symbol of hate and intimidation in
this country, vividly portrayed in
the History Channel production
about the Klan. Does that mean
crosses everywhere, at places of
worship or hanging from neck-

Confederate flag images to school,
let them lead discussion groups
to convey what the historic flags
mean to them. Allow those students to share their heritage and
discuss the history of their ancestors who fought in the War
Between the States (erroneously
called a Civil War). Our schools
should be for learning, 'not for
suppressing legitimate history.
Men of honor, valor, and courage followed the Confederate
flag into battle only for the short
span of a single war. fighting an
oppressive Federal government
for the freedom they believed in.
And that is the only history by
which their descendents prefer
. to see their banner remembered.
The strength of a flag does not lie
in its fabric or color, but with the
spirit of those who died defending the beliefs for which it stood.
To that end, the United States and
Confederate battle flags share
much common ground.

Third Reich.
Photos of the Klan-Nazi meetings show robed Klansmen and
Nazis in storm-trooper uniforms
giving the well know stiff-arm
salute; The Klan had done that
salute for years. and some think
the American Nazi's may have
borrowed it and exported it to
Germany. While Klansmen and
Nazi's rubbed elbows and spouted hate speeches, the Nazi flag
bearing the swastika and the U.S.
Stars and Stripes flew boldly sideby-side. The Confederate battle
flag had not yet been misappropriated by either group, nor would
it be so for many years to come.
Those who insist on removing from view all symbols that
act as reminders of hate, oppression. or intimidation could begin
their historical house cleaning
by changing the U.S. flag. Or, you
could consider that each flag has
two sides and two stories.
Amore productive action would
be to acknowledge that a growing
number of students and adults revere the historic Confederate battle flag, not as a racist symbol, but
as a strong emblem of history and
heritage. And it's not just white
heritage; it belongs to Hispanics,
Native Americans. and the descendents of Black Americans
who fought as soldiers or otherwise served the Confederate
Army. Or is the popular concept
of diversity limited only to certain
subjects and groups?
If students want to wear

About the Author
Bill Ward is a writer and historical researcher living in Salisbury.
NC. He is a member of tile SOIlS
of Confederate Veterans. a mllltiracial and multi-ethnic organization dedicated to the accurate preservation of SouthernConfederate history. Contact ~im
at wardwriters@bellsoutlwet .
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pectsof
heritage
be have
repudiated.
That doesn't
mean thatAmerican
Confederate
historythatshouid
and symbols
to be smeared.
There
were many good and noble things about the antebellum South and the
; Dear Editor,
Confederacy. southernberhage defenders prefer to see the Confederate
Dear Editor:
' ..
: In regards to Marcy' Newman's misguided and intolerant attack
flag a~ a symbol of tl~ehonorabl~ principles it was intendedto repreMs. Newman's article no douJ)tniflectsheropinI6n.
but she is mis1
on the man with the Confederate flag patches on his clothing, I'm sent, Just as all ~mencans.repudIate the wrongs that have been done.,taken
in a fe~JaCfs wheoreferring to the Georgia State Flag. The 195~
offended, 1wonder if she has ever heard of the 1st amendment to the
under the Amencan flag and prefer to emphasize the good that O~d' flag wit!! the con!edera~e emblem was adopted to honor our confederl
US Constitution?
' Glory represents.
. ..
.
.'
·.ate ~er~tage(whJchaUsQ.utherpers.pf every hue and persuasion share);
: If she thinks that the flag has anything to do with racism, she is .. Newman would do well to practice the tolerance she so readily ...·'no~ tolntitnidate blackpeople,who have poured into our state in hugq
wrong. If she is thinking slavery, consider this. there were more slave preachesto others.
,,'
numllers inrecentdecades. Every black kidwhoflrst Integrated a gov,
states in the Union than in the Confederacy when the war between the
;'\
..• ern01ent building or public school walked in for the most partvel1,
States began. She didn't say. but I assume she meant the Confederate
Michael Helmick ,
peacefi111Y!Jnderthe 1956flagwith the rebel emblem.
_ ..,
,I
battle flag, which is all it was, a battle flag.
. .' .
. ;'
Gurley. Ala.
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._The
desigrtof the new flag adopte4in 2003 was not to "welcomean4
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1
include
Georgians," It was designed to get the approval of the Bush
lly
~oall, not just someone she thinks might be offended, I wonder if.she
1
,
Campaign and split southern heritage groups with a flag based on th4
~Olild have spoken out if the person. would have been black, there are
. .
'
,obscure provisional flag of the Confederacy (and Georgia's 1879-1955 ,
many black defenders ofthe Confederate flag.
Dear Editor, i , .. .
•'
... .
..
•
,flag
of White Supremacy under which almost 500 people were lynche4
i Just because racists have used the battle flag is no reason to condemn
The~e is so much misinformation in the world It is no \Vond,!lrwe .from the 1880s to 194qs.The NAACPand flag charigersactually wanted
i~;they also have used the U.S. flag.
can't get along. hm both anAmerlcan~ndlananda
mem~e( of the - the 1879flag backll In the referendum In 2004; onlyJ4.Bpei'centof th~
! Just a friendly reminder. that the flag is not racist, but has much hon- Son's ~fCon~der,ateVeterans, ~y fa~~1:vl'as terrQrlzed~yt~e Ku Klux' .voters of Georgia chose this new "inclusive Perdue Flag. Itmost Ukely
qr to it. Thousands of good men died under that fla·gwho did nC!town Klan Illcll1dmg a burning cross fo~danng to marchwith the·Fr~edom. will def~at GoV.Perdt:Je,I1.elrtyear...••... ..
.'. ,. ...
..
~ slave, and certainly did not fight so that others could have slaves. I . Marchers from Chattanooga
enntollJrminghamAla~a·Wes~w·A~.
for anyone being lynched in the presence of aconfederati'! battlt,J
.pink she owes the young man an apology.
..
.'. ail American Flafat the Cross b~ing.
but palj a COnfe(\erate Plag,,;,.flag, I'm sure the onlyplaee that t:ver_happened lslrifiction by maybe
t This great country of ours is abl~ to honor all heritages.
Battle_or otheI\V1Se;~ ~r7w up malOt~g
ext!'!nsl~~recOIils pfhate<wri~ers
like Alex HaUey and John Grisham'. and Hollywood civil rightd
g~oUps,andth ..eir actlV.ltieSiyo. us.~et? me..it.l\Tll.
s.m or.e.,th.anJ;!oHti.cal..••...
·..ffiOvil$. !t·s c..iJ..l1e~po.e.t1CIicen.s. .e.(a.nd.p.ropagandal w hich. a.n ..•..En
.. gli.·S
~
t- Ron Huffcorrectness, we had suffered from ItI caI1:ftirnis4allst of ~very Wliltc, ..-professor lik~ Ms. Newman should understand.
. .. .•'.. ...
f' Catlettsburg. Ky.
Supremacist gtoup inthe US, and 1hate to leq Ms; Newmah,but thllre; ..Ms ..NeWtnatlrefers to Marches in Skokie. m. back in the 70s Or 80sj
;
is n9t~single hate group or White Supremacist~ouphi
tlje ySthatAtleasi
rille ofthdse.marches, as I recall. wasahoai \",Wcb a radical
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Hessing injury
not career
threatening
Boise State sophomore center Michelle Hessing,
a Capital High graduate, will miss the remainder
of the 2004-05 season due to a foot injury suffered
during the UTEP game on jan. 1st, but doctors have
determined that the injury can be repaired and
there is a good probability that Hessing will be able
to return to the team for
her junior year (2005-06).

Ions honored

-i .
l
moms

Following his competition in the Boise State
University's first indoor track and field meet of
the 2005 season, Mattias Ions has been named the
WACMen's Track and Field Athlete ofthe Week.
A senior from Bjuraker, Sweden, Ions earned the
award after winning the 35-pound weight throw
in last Saturday's Dominos Pizza Community
Open at the jackson's Track in the Idaho Sports
Center. Ions won the event with a mark of 64 feet
3.25 inches which surpasses the NCAAprovisional
qualifying mark. Ions also placed third in the shot
put last Saturday with a toss of 61-8.25 05.75m).
Ions is the Boise State record holder in the 35pound throw with an all-time mark of 66-1.00
set at last years' WACIndoor Track and Field
Championships.

Skiers have
.muqh go in
Jackson
,

. Boise State's three downhill skiers finished with
with no time in the slalom portion of the Alaska
Invitational last Friday. Boise State's two cross
country racers finished the women's 5,000 meter
race at 39th (April Sanders in 34:44.4) and 40th·
~,
(Tayloe Foulger in 35:48.8).
On Thursday, an three downhill racers finished the
giant slalom with Margit W~lter going 14th, Spela
Bertoncelj finishing 22nd and Jill Mendenhall
finishing 64th.

BOIse Stete men's tennis teem end heed coech Greg Pelton [eboue] ere

Tonight vs. San Jose State 7:30
·p.m.
Sat. vs. Hawaii 2 p.m,

Indoor track and field
"Sat. Jackson's Track in Nampa
Hampton Inn @ Suites Classics

Men's tennis'
*Sat. vs. UNLV 9:00 a.m.
*Sat. vs. TBA 6 p.m.
*@ Boas Indoor Facility

Women's basketball
Tonight

San Jose State
7:00 p.m. [PTl
Sat. @ Hawaii .7:00 p.m. [HTl
@

GymnasticsSat. vs. Denver, NC State,
UCDavis
In Denver, Co. 6:00 p.m.

jl

actron

Seturdey
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et the BORSIanrus Center.

B U men's tennis team to host
Mountain Regional playoff
another stellar match against Idaho
"ThQRegionals set the tone for the
Monday evening. The Broncos only whole season," said Patton. Boise
lost one singles match against Idaho,
State is currently ranked 41st in the
taking the match 6-1.
nation, but Patton is certain that
Before a big tournament that sets
Tonight, the Broncos will host a free they have the potential to be a top 20
the precedent for the upcoming seaclinic for junior players in the Boas team.
son, a team can feel two types of an- Tennis Center from 6-8 p.m. Then,
Freshman Luke Shields is currentticipation: the nerve-racking kind or Saturday morning, the action of the _ Iy ranked 41st in the national singles
the intense excited kind. The Boise Mountain Regional playoffs kicks off rankings. Silva is ranked 55th and juState men's tennis team's nerves are at 9 a.m. in the Boas Tennis Center.
nior Thomas Schoeck is ranked 90th.
not splitting at the ends, according
The Broncos, who are number one In the national doubles rankings
to head coach Greg Patton, who said in the region, will take on number
Schoeck and Shields are ranked 12'10.
that the Broncos are excited, fresh,
four UNLV.
Patton did not include Shields and
and confident.
At noon the number two team in the
Shoeck in Monday's line up due to the
Monday, the Broncos hosted Utah
region, Colorado, will face number
amount of individual play each had in
State and the University of Idaho.
three New Mexico. The winners will the fall season.
Boise State shut out Utah State 7-0 play in the finals at 6 p.m. The team
"They are victims of their own suein the early morning. The collaborathat takes first in the tournament will cess and we need to save them for lattion of senior Matias Silva and Ikaika
qualify for the National Team Indoors
er matches," Patton said ..
lobe proved to be too much for their
tournament to be held in Chicago in
Although Shields and Schoeck did
opponents. Silva and lobe delivered
February.
not compete, the rest of the Bronco
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports \linter
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Men's basketball

In

BY !J1AII\l:Y

c
By'JEREMY
RRSMUSSEN
Sports \lIrlter

Tonight the Bronco basketball
players take the court in the first
of two conference home games
this weekend. The Broncos face
off with San Jose State tonight at
7:30, followed by a match-up with
Hawaii at 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Boise State is 7-9 overall on the
year and 1-4 in Western Athletic
Conference games. They are
heading into this weekend coming off back-to-back conference
losses this past weekend against
Fresno State and Nevada.
Last Saturday, BSU suffered
an l8-point loss to the Wolfpack
despite 21 points from Coby Karl
and a career-high 12 rebounds
for Tez Banks. Nevada advanced
to 12-4 overall and a WAC-best 51 in conference play.
Against Fresno, the Broncos
took a two-point lead in the second half before going scoreless
for 8 minutes and 12 seconds,
giving tIre Bulldogs a 16-0 run.
Fresno finished the Broncos off
89-82.
The San Jose State Spartans are
4-10 this season and 1-4 in the
WAC.They're coming off a recent
loss at home to SMU. 77-69. They

squad showed up and shined, which
is exactly what Patton predicted
would happen.
.
Patton embraces one particular
concept to ensure the Broncos stay
focused. "You are only as good as the
bottom of,you line up," Patton said.
Boise State has a strong bottom
lineup to back up the stellar top lineup. Patton considers the top of the
lineup to be just as good as any team
in the country, and he believes that
the 2004-05 men's tennis team is destined to do great things.
Patton is confident in the ability
and passion of the team.
"It will be good to get some matches
under our belt. In order to showcase
our team we have to win two matches
this week."
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will also be seeking their first
conference road win In eight tries
after losing their last seven dating back to last season.
Hawaii is also coming off a loss
from last weekend as they had
their 13-game home winning
streak snapped by Louisiana
Tech. Hawaii is 10-3 overall with
all three losses coming from WAC
teams.
The Broncos hope to welcome
back senior forward Jason Ellis
to the lineup tonight. Ellis last
played only one minute against
Elon on Dec. 21. The game prior,
Ellis pulled in eight rebounds to
move into second all-time in career rebounds at Boise State. He
now has 772, just 34 behind Bill
Otey to become the all-time rebound leader in school history.
BSU hits the road for two weeks
after this weekend's home games
before returning to' Taco Bell
Arena for a rematch with Nevada
and Fresno State on Feb. 10 and
12. The Broncos are averaging
just over 74 points per game in
conference play led by Jermaine
Blackburn averaging 17.8points a
game against WACopponents.
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Gymnasts he~dto Denuer
for three team tournament
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer

The Maul Invitational gave the
Boise State gymnastics team
a chance to see who brought
what to the table. After two
weeks of practice the Broncos
will compete at the University
of Denver along with NC State
and UC Davis. Head coach Sam
Sandmire said that it was nice

getting two weeks of practice
in and that the coaches are
working on a more recognizable
competitive line up for Denver.
UC Davis recently competed
on the road at UC Berkeleywith
Brown University where the
Aggies finished second with a
team score of 1ll7.325.Senior
Tiffany Chan tied for first on
vault with a score of 9.650 and
on floor with a 9.700. Red-shirt
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freshman Carrie Lujan scored
a 9.45 on vault, a 9.475 on beam
and a 9.425 on floor.
Sophomore Joanne Pizzo
finished third on vault with a
9.575. Pizzo held the Aggies'
highest beam score of the meet
with a 9.525. UC Davis is ranked
. 52nd nationally and 10th in the
Western Regionally rankings.
The University of Denver
Pioneers wll1host the meet
Saturday and are the highest ,
ranked team out of all four teams
competing. The Pioneers are
ranked 14th in the nation and
third in the North Regionals.
After defeating Iowa 195.100191.BOO;
Denver jumped from
16th to 14th in the nation.
Saturday's winning score marked
a season-high for the Pioneers
and is the 14th highest score in'
the country. Sophomore Heather
Huffaker cleaned up in three
events to claim the all-around
title with a 39.450. Huffaker won
vault with a 9.975, bars with a 9.B
• and then went on to win at beam
with another 9.B.Freshman
Sasha Sullivan took first on floor
with 9.9. Sullivan came in third
in the all-around with a 39.050.

NC State Is ranked 32nd nationally
and fourth in the Southeast
region. The NC State Wolfpack
swept all four events in their
season opener. Senior Corl
Goldstein won beth beam and
floor while sophomore Rachel
Katz won vault and junior Kylah
Bachman took first place on bars .
After the easygoing days of.
Maui, the Broncos are back in
competitive mode. Sandmire
said the girls have practiced
. hard and look cleaner on vault,
stellar on floor and are stll1
progressing on bars and beams.
Carla Chambers, Lindsay Ward
and Lindsey Thomas will be
competing in the all-around.
Freshman Katie Griffis, who
Sand mire expects to make a
huge contribution to the lineup,
will compete on bars. Defending
floor conference champion
senior Kristin Gaare is expected'
to do well in Denver according to
Sandmlre.
All In all, Sandmire said that the
team is ready to compete. Not
all the difficulty has been built
into the routines but Sandmire
promises that by midseason the
difficult routines will be debuted.

Corrone leWIS [eboue) end fellow Bronco gymnests
weekend for first competition since "'eul.

heed to Oenuer thiS'

Lady Broncos look to
euen things up ·In the lURC

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the populas of Idaho"

ON THE BRSQUE BLOCK
612 Groue Street
GOT AN

EYE ...

BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer

Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
2.
ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3.
BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4.
BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5.
BSUNon-discrimination & AffirmativeAction Committee
6.
BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7.
BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus IDAdvisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10.
ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuilding & structures-Comrnlttee
For more Information.

pleise contact Personnel Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147.

Boise State women's basketball team won their first conference game against the Nevada
Wolfpack Saturday afternoon.
The Broncos broke away on an
11-point run in the first half and
cruised past the Wolfpack to finish70-51.
Freshman Tasha Harris led the
Broncos with 14points and seven
rebounds. Junior Jamie Hawkins
added 12points and six rebounds.
The honor of break out player
of the game went to freshman
Amanda Stewart. Head coach len
Warden said that when Michelle
Hessing got hurt she lifted her
red shirt and put her in.
Hesslngs, a sophomore center,
was shooting 49 percent from the
field and averaged 9.4 points per
game. She was key component
on the boards averaging 5.6 rebounds per game. Stewart had
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six points, four rebounds and
three assists against Nevada.
"She was very productive in
the 23 minutes that she played:'
said Warden.
Warden said with Stewart stepping it up the Broncos will be
able to maintain the size factor
at the four and five spots. The
Broncos, who are 6-B overall and
1-4 in the WAC, are focused on
building confidence on the road
while improving their WAC record and improving their overall
record with road games against
the Spartans of San Jose tonight
and Saturday against Hawaii.
San Jose (9-6 overall, 2-3
WAC) recently lost to Southern
Methodist University 5B-37.The
Spartans shot a season low 24.5
percent from the field and not
one player posted double figures.
Forward Amber Jackson was shut
down by SMU's defense scoring
only five points. Jackson started
the week as a national leader in

-

t

field goal accuracy at 69 percent.
The Rainbow Wahine of Hawaii
(6.6 overall, 2-3 WAC) also lost
their last game to La Tech 6B-54.
Hawaii led by as many as 10in the
first half but were out scored 3620 in the second. This loss to La
Tech marks the 14th straight time
the Wahine have lost to La Tech.
Amy Sanders led Hawaii with 11
points and Janeiva Taylor added
10. Jade Abele posted her second
straight double-double with 10
points and a career high 15 rebounds. La Tech held Abele to
one rebound and only two points
the entire second half.
Warden said that the Broncos
will match up well with San Jose ..
"If we stay the course and
maintain our balance we will
have success," said Warden.
With both opponents coming off iosses Boise State has one
advantage over San Jose and
Hawaii, a big conference win.
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• Guaranteed Aviation

• No Obligation

• Tuition Assistance

• Starting Salaries from
$35,000 to $40,000

For more Info contact:
Captain M.R. Vanderbeek
Officer Selection Officer
United States Marine Corps
toll free tel: (866) 607-5567
vanderbeek@12mcd.usmc.mll
I'(

www.marlneofflcer.com

,::~Marines
W n.
Few. n.Pro.tL
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Donate Plasma at Biernat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month
Mon.-Sat: 9:00 • 5:30
4017· Overland Rd
Boise, 10 83705

~

GRIFOLS
Biornat USA, Inc.
caring for people's health
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The time IS now
for men's hoops
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BY TREUOR

Sports Columnist

Last week Carolina Hurricanes
owner Peter Karmanos Jr. spilled
belief that the current NHL holdout will wash the entire 20042005 season.
And possibly the next.
What is even more frightening for Karmanos and company?
Currently the sports calendar is
getting along just fine without it.
But with NFL Playoffs finished in
early February, the rest of winter looks awfully lonely. Besides
hope for Kobe to lead police down
the 110 in a white Bronco - it's
the only next logical step in this
guy's career - the NBA has little
to provide sports fans before the
college hoops tournament and
Major League Baseball returns.
Apparently FOX is licking its
chops.
On Feb. 20 they'll roll out
the checkered carpet for the
NASCARNextel Cup Series with
the biggest race of the year - the
Daytona 500. And if FOX has its
way, the good ole' boys from the
N-OC are about to plunge hockey
into sports oblivion next to the
MLS and WNBA.
Already second only to the NFL
in television ratings, NASCAR's
image and popularity is rising at
a Levitra pace. Come on, admit
the American Chopper marathons have turned you into a bigger motor head than ever before.
Well then consider NASCARa second cousin. America is In a renascence of speed; and FOXhopes
it can launch stockcar racing into
superstardom where Jesse James

HORN

Sports Editor

Riddled with injuries and inconsistency, it's hard for one to really take a good look at the Boise
State men's basketball team and
see where they will [or canl be,
come March.
Everything matters how you are
playing at the end of conference
play, and how you play in the conference tournament that amounts
to a hill of beans of whether or not
a team is going to play in The Big
Dance or the NIT. Just take a look
at last season's team.
The Broncos lost five of the
first seven Western Athletic
Conference games before they
won 10of 11,including one in the
WAC tournament that propelled
them into the NIT. They went on
to win two games in postseason
play for the first time ever, and
gave momentum to recruiting
during the offseason. '
1\vo possible signees did not
join the team this season, leaving them without two big bodies
down low that would have complimented center Jason Ellis well,
and giving the younger newcomers time to learn the system.
Instead what the team has is
only two starters from last season
playing and also hope that their
Star will be back tonight, or sometime in the near future. The season could be summed up as BE,
AE-[Before Ellis, After Ellis].
The Broncos were 5-4, one game
over .500 before Ellis went down
due to a hernia injury that need-
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ed surgery to correct. The record
looks a little deceiving because
one loss was to a top notch Oregon
State team, and the Broncos were
without point' guard Eric Lane
for three weeks due to an injury
caused by a downtown stabbing
the night before Thanksgiving.
Since, the Broncos are only 25, losing four of their first five
conference games by almost
13 points per game. If there Is a
bright side to losing, it could be
that the Broncos have shown that
they do know how to play great
team ball-but
only in spurts.
Not once have they put together
a full, collective game for the full
40 minutes. Another positive aspect for the Broncos is four of the
losses have come to the top four
teams in the WACso far this season. All four team have only one
loss. Nevada and Fresno State are
both 5-1 in conference games, and
UTEP and Rice are both 4-1.
So, now five games into the
conference schedule and basically halfway through the season-it may be do or die time for
the Broncos.
Of their top four scorers, other
than Ellis, none have a shooting
percentage over 42 percent this
season. All are long-range threats,
but the team seems to be trigger
happy when it comes to shots beyond the arc.
Leading
scorers
[ermaine
Blackburn [15.6points per game 1.
and Coby Karl [12.6] have shown
that they can take it to the hole,
but not on a consistent basis.
Franco Harris [8.8] and Eric Lane
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[8.3] both can shoot the ball well,
but without a strong inside scoring threat, opponent's defenses
are covering the perimeter and
containing the outside shooters.
The defense has been a huge
concern also. Opponents are
shooting 48 percent against the
Broncos this season, while the
Broncos are shooting only 43 percent. In WACplay,opponents are
shooting a lights-out 52 percent
against Boise State.
From here on out, the Broncos
can either find themselves falling
to the cellar in the WACstanding,
or they can do what theyhave in
every season under Greg Graham,
and improve their play, and have
their best games in the ladder
part of the season.
The injury to Ellis can be seen
as a blessing in disguise for the
Broncos. True freshman Andrew
Green has gotten the opportunity
to get quality minutes on the floor,
and junior transfer Tez Banks has
improved into a solid rebounder.
'Iwo games at home this weekend, then the Broncos head out
on the road with four straight
away from the Taco Bell Arena.
Only Rice has a winning record of
the four teams in wAc play, so the
Broncos could easily find themselves in fifth place in the conference standing by Feb. 10.
Or, they could be in the cellar. It
all depends on how the team has
learned to play together, and if
WE [With Ellis] will lead them to
another postseason berth.

6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526
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Broncos open with 10 wins,
stay home this weekend
BY TnEUOR

HORN

Sports Writer

Led by Robin Wemple's two
wins in the mile run and 3,000meter run, the Boise State
University men and women's
track and field teams started the
2005 indoor season by winning
10 events in the Dominos Pizza
Community Open last Saturday
at the Jacksons Track in the Idaho
Sports Center.
Wemple posted a winning time
of 5 minutes, 14.91seconds in the
mile run, before coming back
later in the meet to win the 3,000meter run with a time of 10:32.18.
Boise State won five other events
on the women's side Saturday as
Lindsey Barnes posted a winning
time of 2:21.28 in the 800-meter
run, Sofie Lundstrom won the
high jump with a mark of five 5
feet, 5 inches. Alina Schimpf won
the pole vault with a leap of 12-0
Cari Gunstream won the weight
throw with a toss of 45-0.25, and
the 4x400-meter relay with a time
of4:15.88.
Leading the way on the men's
side was Mattias Ions who won
the weight throw with a NCAA
provisional qualifying mark of643.25. jons teammate Collin Post
was second in the event also recording a NCAAprovisional mark
with a throw of 62-8.50. Post also
won the shot put with a throw of
53-1.75.
Roger White won the other
men's event for Boise State in the
high jump with a mark of 6-6.75.
This weekend the Broncos once
again will be hosting the weekend
I

tournament.
The Hampton Inn and Suites
Classic at the Idaho Sports Center
will also include BYU,' Idaho
State University, the University of
Oregon, UC-Irvine, Cal Poly and
Northwest Nazarene University.
Running events start at noon with
the men's 60-meter hurdles, and
field events also start at Noon
with the men's weight throw.
This will be the first scoring
meet ofthe season, so most ofthe
Broncos who were not competing last weekend, should see action on Saturday, but Head Coach
Mike Maynard is not sure who
will or won't be competing.
"We haven't made that decision
yet," Maynard said. u... We expect
to have probably the better part
of our team competing this weekend."
'Another plus for fans this weekend will be a non-collegiate participant in the shot put that could
be one for everyone to watch.
"This is just an exciting side
note is Jon Godina, who was
a US Olympian and a former
world champion in the shot put
and a medalist from the Sydney
Olympics is going to be throwing in the shot put. So the shot put
promises to be a highlight event,"
Maynard said.
Bronco Mattis Ions is another
great participant in the shot put.
Ions was" honored 'On Tuesday
with the WAC men's track and
field athlete of the week following
his NcAA provisional qualifying
throw last weekend at Jackson's
Track.
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delicious meabs, lel:ibuce,
.:Ickles, bomabo and chips.

O'ver 30 sat;isfying
'ndwiches and salads
lunch, dinner, picnics
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and Jerry Bruckhelmer left off.
The change in the appeal of i=
NASCAR has taken a million
left turns from its start. With
its roots dating back to prohibition,bootlegger's weekend races
have matured into the most scientific of all sports. Budweiser
has replaced moonshine. Cell
phone companies have replaced
Cigarette sponsors. Can coolers have been replaced with - in
driver Ryan Newman's case - a
University of Purdue engineering
degree. This sport has cleaned up
quite nice for mass appeal.
But the most refreshing aspect
of NASCAR in recent years has
been rule changes. For those still
calculating the BSC numbers,
the Nextel Cup Series quickly
developed its own version of a
playoff last year. It injected the
once lengthy season with a last
lap shootout for millions of dollars. And no act of Congress was
needed.
If and when the NHL returns
from their holdout, don't assume that the American hockey
faithful will follow. Last season
spelled low ratings and a generallack of interest below the St.
Lawrence. So while the Euros
and Canadians fight over rubles,
the NHL might not have anything left to survive. Do you really believe the red states will cheer
some greedy Vladimir Whateverov from Slovakia before following names like Gordon, Stewart,
and Johnson? If it wasn't for Paris
and her 'Simple Life', I'd say FOX
knows what it's doing.
Now before you run off to your
Gordie Howe shrine and pray
against this armageddon of a
hockey-less America, remember
the NHL is to blame for it's own
demise.
_ It made an attempt to over-saturate the market.
Ittried to make a quick buck off
American audiences.
It alienated the Canadian
fans that worship their national
game.
And just think; all the NHL had
to do is cover their uniforms in
sponsor patches and make a million left turns.
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345-0990
1030 Broadway near BSU
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haps In the next seuen days ...
TODAY [1/20]
5 - 7 p.m. in the Student Union Building
Coffee House Concert Series featuring Austin Willacy. He's an
accomplished vocalist/songwriter
who has recorded four CD's with
The House Jacks (as well as 3 solo releases) and tours throughout
the U.S., Europe and Japan.
7 p.m. in the SUB dining area
Four square meeting. Show up right after the Coffee House Concert
"and join the committee to help plan a four square tournament
completely benefiting the St. Jude's Children's Hospital. For more
information, contact Zoe or Heather at the Volunteer Services
Board,426-4240.
7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Main Hall
Michael Flatley's "Lord of the Dance." This internationalsensation
is a class1c Irish tale of good vs. evil, as well as a love story expressed
through dance.

FRIDRY [1/21)
10 a.m., 11:30 a.rn. and 7:30 p.m. at the Morrison Center
The New Shanghai Circus. This talented troupe defies gravity and
executes breathtaking feats that stretch the human ability.

SRTURDRY [1/22)
9 a.m, - 1 p.m. in the SUB dining area near the Brava Stage
Martin Luther King Service Saturday. There'll be a free breakfast
beginning at 8:45, then a statement from Justin Terry, MLK
Committee Chair. For more information, contact Heather at the
Volunteer Services Board, 426-4240.

TUESDRY [1/2S]
6 p.m. in Hatch Ballroom B in the SUB
Publication Club Meeting. Everyone's invited to attend a lively
discussion about the future of the BSU Publication Club. They
will be discussing an upcoming student magazine and ways they
can assist in publishing the personal works of student artists and
writers.
7 p.m. at The Big Easy
American Hi- Fi, Bowling For Soup, MC Lars and Riddlin Kids in
concert.
7:30 p.m. at the Morrison Center Recital Hall
Ficks and Rogers, horn and piano duo. The Department of Music
presents guest artists Jennie Fick on horn and Sean Rogers on piano.
Tickets are $5 general, $3 for seniors and for students of all ages and
Boise State faculty and staff.

WEDNESDRY [1/26]
7 p.m. at REI recreation store, 8300 W. Emerald in Boise
Outdoor writer speaking. Doug Scott, author of" The Enduring
Wilderness: Protecting Our Natural Heritage through the
Wilderness Act," will be giving a slide presentation and a talk about
wilderness issues.
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Culture ColumOlst

Here we are, nearly two weeks
deep into spring term and I already find myself in a funk. I had
homework assigned last Thursday
and two quizzes scheduled for
this week. So, to try and set a good
precedent for the term, I watched
football all day Saturday and
Sunday, and rented a mountain
of movies from Blockbuster. And
while essentially wasting an entire weekend, some very important questions inescapably pelted
the inside of my skull like a broken pinball machine with only
one functioning flipper.
First and most importantly, who looks more like Martin
Sheen - Charlie Sheen or Emilio
Estevez? I would have sworn when
I was younger that it was Charlie,
but now that I'm older and have
a beard, I think I may have been
swayed bythe slightly raspy voice
and dark hair Chuck and Marty

share in ~commcn. Watching a few
minutes of "Apocalypse Now" last
week, I was completely blindslded
by how much Martin Sheen looks
like Emilio Estevez, especially
around the eyes, I now surmise
that if Charlie Sheen and Emilio
Estevez ever had a kid together,
it would look a lot like Martin
Sheen.
Another important
question
that I pondered while watching
the NFL playoffs was why do foot~
ball fans, refer to their home, or
favorite, team as "we" when they
discuss them in casual conversation? Now, I realize that with
this topic, I'm dangerously flirting with cut-rate stand-up comeI
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Bob Neel pre peres

poets

Cesa~ O'leer~ and Brian Mensrleld

et The Funn~ Bone Comed~ Club.

"

on the evening was freedom of
ergy from the crowd. It happens
participation
is highly encourcommunication.
. Anyone
can
at
slams
when
a
poet
performs
aged and an important composlam:
the
new,
the
experienced,
Culture Writer
a piece so powerfully that the
nent of the slam. There is a rule
the young, the old, African-'
room explodes with noise. The
for
the
length
of
the
piece:
they
On Monday, Jan. 17 at The
Americans,
Filipino-Hawaiians,
hoots
and
applause
follow
as
he
must be no more than three minFunny Bone Comedy Club in
Caucasians.
All are welcome.
or she leaves the stage. My favorutes
and
there
are
penalties
for
The only requirement
is havdowntown Boise, a poetry slam
ite
poem
of
the
night
was
pertransgressions. Some of my favoring something to say about any- :
was staged. But this was not like
formed
by
Brandon
Follett.
His
thing. The respectful exchange
the poetry slams that occur ev- ite poets were penalized for time
piece was about personal feelings
infractions, but the poets knew
ery third Monday at the club. This
of ideas among interested people
on
foreign
policy.
In
an
emphatic
the limit and chose to break the
is a theme worthy of Dr. Martin
was the "I Have A Dream: Poetry
moment his hat flew off his head
rule. Before the slam, there was
Luther King, Jr.'s powerful reSlam For Justice," in honor of the
and,
later,
he
even
mimicked
our
an open mic and a head-to-head
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday.
membrance. There is no standard
current
president
dancing
outside
All events
poem that is accepted, rather an
For the occasion, the age limit for haiku competition.
the Whitehouse and crying to the
were
fun
and
interesting.
the show was dropped to 18 from
appreciation that every poem is
gods
for
intervention.
Some
poA special energy comes from
the usual 21 years and older. The
different and has different things
ets
chose
to
yell
and
others
chose
every poetry slam. There are not
special day brought a very fresh
to say. Given the time period that
to
speak
their
message
quietly.
many public venues for a group
audience to the slam, about half
we live in - where image means
Some performed with actions
of the crowd being newcomers to of interested people to come to- " while others let the words speak
more than message - an honest
gether and give each other time
and direct medium of communithis type of event.
for
themselves.
The
variation
in
to speak their mind. The people
A slam is a competition of spo, cation is a dying institution.
subject
matter
and
tone
kept
the
themselves decide what they like
ken poetry. The poets are judged
evening very interesting.
by a randomly chosen panel <if and are free to express ideas. The
The overall message delivered
highlights
were
eruptions
of
enaudience
members.
Audience
BY JOE

FRRNKLIN

Gallery shows Idaho's past,
Ideas for a better future
BY TOM LABAECOUE
Culture

Writer

Two very different
exhibits are being housed in the SUB
Art Gallery. The first, "Ethnic
Landmarks," is a collection of
vintage photographs that represent the diverse Boise that existed
before World War II. The black
and white photographs tell only
partial stories of the ethnic diversity that shaped Boise into the city
we subsist in today.
"What
happened
to
the
Mexican
teamsters
who ran
freight from Main to Broadway?
Who were the Bohemians who
arrived with the railroad and
crowded the warehouse district?
What of the Chinese apothecaries
and German brewmeisters? The
Blacks on forgotten Lee Street?
The Basques in their boarding houses? The Greeks? The
"Shoshone-Bannocks? The Jews?,"
asks the exhibit's opening vignette. What did happen to these
ethnic groups? Do the answers
still exist in the buildings left by
these early Boiseans?
Seeing the, exhibit will entice
you to dig deeper into Boise's ric,h
and diverse history to answer
these questions.' Who knows,
you just might realize the historical importance of a building that
you frequent or a section of town
that you consider your stomping
ground.
The second exhibit, "Victory
1

I

between

IPoetry Slam For Justl
p ns ML comm rncau

dian fodder, but I am compelled
to continue asking anyway. Why
do "we" do these things? And I
think I know the answer: because
"we" didn't make the varsity team
when "we" were in high school.
The next random thought that
struck me was less a question and
more vendetta-based
daydreaming. As my hours of television ingestion mounted, commercials
kept repeating and I was nearly
driven mad. One overwhelming thought kept coming to me. I
want Jared to be fat again. I want
him to weigh 400 pounds. I want
to see him with a face full of ham burgers and chocolate bars. I'm
sick and tired of him hocking"
Subway sandwiches all day. Get a
job, man.
As my furor softened, afinal, different thought crept into my head
as my dog tried to lick my face: my
little spaniel's breath srnells like
crap. And no, I don't mean "crap"
as in "bad." I'm pretty sure she
gets into the eat's litter box when
I'm not looking. Honestly, I can't
really assign any blame: from her
perspective, it probably seems a
lot like a sand-covered buffet.
So, anyway~I think I might be
in for If long term. My brain was
fried inside of one week. On the
plus side, I have this new job, and
the guys I share an office with are
almost as crazy as I am. We've
already discussed composing a
w~column
tellingwomenevi!tything they never knew about
. crap in general. There'll be more
on that later.
In the' mean time, somebody
please tell me which Sheen kid
looks more like dad, so I can finally sleep at night
'
";\
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Over Violence," is not exactly traditional artwork. Instead the exhibit, which originated in 1999,
uses oversized posters and daily
discussions as a means to raise
awareness with regards to violence. The exhibit aims to educate
on modern day issues including
passive violence, emotional abuse
as well as apathy and oppression.
Although
the _ "Ethnic
Landmarks" exhibit ~ far more
appealing for its nostalgic and
truly artistic quality, the draw
towards "Victory Over Violence"
is unmistakable
during a week
when we place specialemphasis
on Human Rights and the contributions and sacrifices of Dr. King
and countless others. Both exhibits are definitely worth a gander,
especially since there is no cover
charge to get into the SUB.
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'~maehCarter' starts the year ott strong
BY ERIC RUSSELL
Culture Writer

January-released films are
generally duds, so it's quite
refreshing to see a good entry
so early in the year. "Coach
Carter" is a surprisingly strong
film for its,genre, as it manages to do 'for inner-city teenage
black male issues what "Mean
Girls" did for suburban teenage white female issues. In just
over two hours "Coach Carter"
tackles teen pregnancy, drugdealing and teen partying as
well as ball players' personal
issues such as lack of respect
for adults, apathy towards academic studies and even their
unhealthy self-glorification.
"Coach Carter" addresses
each problem with sensitivity,
intelligence, humor and grace.
The film earns its sentimental-

ity 'with its hard-nosed practicality and wisdom, Though
they've got the worst neighborhood in the area, the boys
learn that they can make the
best of their situation through
hard work and smart choices.
"Coach Carter" doesn't reveal
anything particularly novel,
but its age-old wisdom is still
desperately needed.
The film's story structure is
fairly simple. In a way that's
reminiscent of "Lean On Me,"
Ken Carter (Samuel L. Jackson)
takes charge of a losing basketball team at Richmond
High. Carter puts things on the
right track, helping the boys as
much in their personal lives as
on the court.
Things
get complicated
when Carter insists on personal civility outside of school and
steady performance in class as

a condition for playing time on
the court. This doesn't sit well
with the players, their parents,
the teachers, the administration or the community. Carter
must find it way to help the
boys continue to win games
despite the storm brewing off
the court.
Although "Coach Carter"
is based on a true story, I still
struggled to believe that the
high school principal would be
unconcerned with the basketball players' grades. Likewise,
the resentment that the entire
town has toward Coach Carter
for forfeiting the team's ga 11;: ;
in order to bring the kids'
grades up was hardly credible.
It all felt like a lot of contrived
resistance laid out to reinforce
Carter's heroism.
On the other hand, Carter is
a hero even if his opposition is

contrived. Coach Carter is constantly making difficult .declsions on behalf of the boys, often with great resistance, and
with no personal gain. Far from .
the stale, flawless hero - he's a
real character who makes very
real, moral decisions.
The film does buy into many
sports film conventions, but
"Coach Carter" rises above
the rest by showing it has real
heart. Like most sports movies, the guys at Richmond learn
how to playas a team. But this
is the first sports movie I've
seen where the kids learn real
respect for other people, attacking even seemingly frivolous issues such as refraining
from running up the score. .
Under the direction of Coach
Carter, the kids at Richmond
really do grow up.
'
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Duald, Grace came or age In 'Company'
Carter, a hyper-ambitious, caffeine-addicted schmoozer who's
as emotionally adolescent as he is
socially mature. Though he's just
"In Good Company" isn't nearbeen promoted to a major [ob.Ilfe
ly as witty, funny or compelling
isn't any easier for Carter than it is
as director Paul Weitz's previous
for Dan. Inside he's weak and infilm, "About a Boy:' but maybe
that's because his prior effort was secure, never having had a strong
based on a Nick Hornby novel, father figure in his own life. When
underling Dan becomes a sort of
while Weitz wrote this one alone.
In any case, like "About a Boy,""In surrogate father presence, Carter
finally begins to grow up. Carter
Good Company" is also a comingsees that Dan's sales job isn't
of-age tale for two males .•
Dan Foreman (Dennis Quaid) is about spitting out b.s, to move up.
a moderately successful sales rep Dan believes in what he's doing,
and Carter recognizes a lack of
who'scomfortablewithhisjoband
sincerity within himself.
family life, while Carter Duryea
This passion for one's job in
(Topher Grace) is losing his wife
at just 26. Things get mixed up a major corporation creates an
interesting dynamic of big busiwhen two companies merge, and
ness ethics within and without
Carter is suddenly Dan's boss.
Things get even more difficult for the film. The film is so revelaDan when he discovers his wife is tory about problems within major businesses, and it's endearing
unexpectedly pregnant and that
one of his teenage daughters, Alex that Dan successfully stands up
(Scarlett Johansson), is dating his for what is right in the midst of all
the corporate chaos.
new boss.
My biggest complaint is with
The premise sounds improbAlex. She just feels out of place in
able, but it all quickly becomes
this story, like an add-on within
understandable whim we meet
BY ERIC
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Tue: Working Women'sWed
Fri: Live Band

Tropical F'PN,
FOOD , and!,
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Sat: Live Band

,

Open 3 p.m. - 2 a.m. Man-Sat
3000 Lake Harbor Ln.
Off State Street South of
Idaho Athletic Club

Writer

InGoml
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••

the narrative structure. She's never a developed character in herself and her presence does little to
help the story other than to amplify tension between Carter and
Dan.
The film's humor is subtle and
vibrant, but occasionally conventional. It often slows down
its pace to take us into long, con-

~I"

templative moments as the characters sit and think to awfully
sappy music. Indeed, "In Good
Company" is very much a softer
"About a Boy." Even still, it manages to come up with a final product that, although much weaker
in its poignancy, is just as weighty
in its principles.

Downtown book signing creates new age focus

r
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Ruthor Fred Rlen Wolf, Ph.D. engages
Compan~Tuesde~
Jenuarv IBth.

In

e book signing

at the Book B Geme

GAAZDNE
Writer

When one first hears the title of
Fred Alan Wolf's book, "The Yoga
of Time Travel:' it sounds unconventional but groundbreaking.
It was evident as a line formed
at his book signing at The Book
and Game Company Bookstore
in downtown Boise that Dr. Wolf's
book is as earth shattering as
its idea. He was animated and
goofed off while he signed his
name. A person in the line asked
about Wolf's reference to "creating your own reality." Dr. Wolf
answered, "Choose to engage the
world:' and that there were four
aspects of that idea: "Feel, think,
intuit and sense." He also added
that "Feelings are most primal"
and "Thoughts are not that important." Wolf used an example
of how the president's image has
changed in four years.
When asked what the main

source of inspiration was for his
book, he commented that he has
written eleven books and that his
wife was a strong inspiration for'
this one. Additionally, there was
his interest in time travel and his
interest in quantum computers.
"It's all in the book:' Wolf said.
Wolf explains that his introduction to writing books came when
he was "Interested in understanding ...The way I understand is explaining to somebody else." His
speaking engagement later that
evening covered "non-locality
and how space and time works."
Overall, the afternoon book
signing with Dr. Wolf could best
be described as intriguing, seeing a man who has literally been
around the world speaking about
the consciousness of physics.
What can be expected from him
in the future? He said there will
be a six-CD set coming out in
April called, "Doctor Quantum
User Guide For Your Universe."

:@~

performance tonight

BY TAAUIS
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Culture

Editor

Tonight on the Brava Stage
in the Student Union Building,
the second performance in the
CoffeeHouse Concert series will
take place from 5 to 7 p.m. Last
week Clayton Bellamy brought
his unique blend of rock with him,
and tonight Austin Willacyarrives

with a resume chock full of tour
dates with Ray Charles, James
Brown, The Neville Brothers and
many other artists.
Autumn Haynes, Student
Activities Program Coordinator
commented, "We were thrilled
with the response to Clayton, and
we are really looking forward to
Austin's premiere performance at
Boise State."

PHITID BY MIOIAu T·Hf]~lJ'50'lj '11"1£'AAUlTI.1l
Clavton Bellemv performs
SUB last Thursdev·

et the CoffeeHouse

Concert
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746 W. Main Sf. ': 388-1900

WE DELIVER)

Do~'t surrender
to HUNGERIH·
Counter-attack with a
delicious PIT Am'
$1.00 OFF or
fREE DELIVERY
Openl1 ..3a.m~ Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. FrilSat
.
No~-3a.m. Sunday

Deliveries

stop
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Call: (2 8) 426.;1747 -or- http://career.

30. minute$ before closing

Must mention coupon when ordering
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Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance
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SAY IT
~ FREE Blonde Lab. Buddy
: loves attention, kids, food,
o and outdoors. Inierested?
: Call 658-1573
:
':
,
~
:

20

J A N2

005

Macintosh
Software:
Microsoft Office 98 $5.
Adobe Acrobat 5.0 $5.
Call 345-8204

REWARDl
$10 goes
to whomever comes up
with acool nickname for
me: Christopher George
Loogrnan.338-8946

.

Queen' Pillow Top mattress set Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Ca!'l deliver. 866-7476
Queen size mattress and
boxsprings $50. Call 3222422 after 3pm.
TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Selll
Trade, Get $$$ - List unwanted books.
www.
queueb.com

: '02 Mazda Tribute ES
•. V6 4x4 SUV. 28k. Rem.
: Warr. Leather, 6 disc,
Loaded!
$18,000/obo.
672-9726. Lv. msg.
'97 Green Saturn. 5
sp. Spoiler, sun-roof, cd
player. $2800 obo. Needs
to sell! Contact 9899102/989-9082.
1998 Ford Countour
SE, 4dr sedan, all power,
CD, AC, 6cyl, 5spd. 71k
$3450/obo.447-1602
sooahinc@email.eom
2 Used Books! Curious
Re searcher- Ballenger
4ed. $30/obo. Comm. in
Our Lives-Wood 3ed. $40
Call 631-1578.
2004. Suzuki Forenza,
5000 miles 4 cylinder 5
sp. Power windows/locks,
Cassette/cd, AC. $10,000
Call 378-1374.

'T/ic Qlwds _011
t(ll' 'Pcl rk
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Bring In ad & receive $100
off 1st month rent

Includes all utilities, cable!
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

BroncoJobs
41Id"'i'ljiii'a'1riif"'i
student, Career

/>/,

Opportunities,

t;:!Y,I\? ,':'.l;"':,z,~

Canon A-I 35mm Camera OUTFIT! Easy to
Use Manual or Auto
Exposure modes . Canon
Factory FD 28mm fl :2.8,
50mm f1: 1.8 and 100200mm fI :5.6 lenses.
Canon Power Winder A.
Canon Flash and shoulder case. All Canon lens
caps, filters on each lens,
polarizer, manuals. ALL
ABSOLUTELY MINT!
$3 I5/0BO. 375-1911

Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms

Curious Reader for English 102. $10 333-1494

Need help with website
development!
Please send reference
and price information to
stico@schlofmantractor.
Classic N. End Duplex
Ibd+bonus rm near Co- com
op, very clean. Avail. Jan. Parkside School. Early
1. $500 Call 602-2539 or Childhood Ed. teachers
interested in working in
345-3683
an academic preschool
Huge 3bdrm Duplex,
environment. $8/hr. Call
pets ok, 3min. to BSU. 283-2777.
WD. $575/mo.Call Brett
Special Forces. Must be
@484-2156
a U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
5 or 6 year enlistment.
Good pay, excellent benefits, education opportunities. Enlistment Bo$800 weekly guaranteed
Stuffing envelopes. Send nuses from $12,000.00 to
$14.000.00 available. You
a self addressed stamped
envelope to: Scarab Mar- will also be eligible for the
Army College Fund up to
keting, 28 E. Jackson,
10th floor, ste. 938, Chi- $70,000.00 Call (208)
375-7009.
cago, IL 60604
An Army of One.
BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
. Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
Weneed enthusiastic
shift, job placement/get
individuals with
certified. Call 333-tips
excellentverbal skills
to work 20-40
(8477)
hours per week.

Jobs while you are a

Affordable

Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.

2BO/lBa large duplex,
lease/rent, w/srr included:S540f$565. Call 8509299.3531 WTargee.

Looking for

7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
IBM ThinkPad
A21E
dvd/cdrom,
10gb hdd,
floppy, USB, 56k modem,
broadband port, XP Pro.
$300. 343-4626.
Intro to Spectroscopy, 3rd
• edition; Pavia. CHEM
: 440, $75. Call424-8728
:
:
;
:
:

Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new; still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.

:
,
:
:
:
:

Macintosh
Software:
Connectix Virtual PC ineludes Windows 98, $5.
Call 345-8204
Macintosh
Software:
Maeromedia Flash 5 Freehand 10 Studio. Advanced
illustration for designing.
$20. Call 345-8204

,

.Paid training
.Casual environment
• Flexible schedule

Pleasecall for
more information

Internships?

658·4888

Free job-referral

Uving

service
Click BroncoJobs

$475 or $595

at http://

• Elevators
• Dtrectly across from Winco
• 24·/Iour fitness /tlOm

carccr.boiscstatc.cdu
~Expert at Adobe InDesign
'needed! Must be able to
create a complex document template in InDesign
from hardcopy samples or
Microsoft Publisher files.
~l>75 for firsttemplate. Possible opportunity for more
work converting "MSPub
to InDcsign. Call Tom at
794-3368
-

• Business Center
• Secured Acct,."

~·eN

.~s.

Free Macintosh Software
Norton AntiVirus 5.0,
Adobe lIlustrator 7.0. Call
345-8204
FREE
SOFTWARE:
Adobe Acrcbat 3.0 & 4.0
for Macintosh, Adobe
Acrobat 4.0 & Microsoft
Front Page 98 for Windows. Call 345-8204

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

$7to$12perhr

or

Downtown

e

Rrblter clesslfled eduertlsaments ere free to
students. Clesslfled eds mell be piece three wells:
amerl: c1ass,flads.arblteronllne.com
phone: 3'15-820'1 lC !DO
or stop bll the offlca at 1605Unluersltll Orlue
(across from the SUB).

Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

If you enjoy spending
time with people in need
of help (elderly, handicapped, disabled children)
call us. Requirements: 612 mo. cxprrB test/CPR!
Background check, reliable trans. a must. prr &
FfT work avail. We will
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
Marketing
Assistant
$15Ihr. Identity
theft
sales. Work around your
schedule. Call 1-888-5469365.

Customer Sales/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp Net, We train

On the

Work for Rent! Wanted, .
upper class level student
for secluded country living within 2 miles. I bdr,
home in exchange for 12
hours house/yard cleaning
and pet care. Car.required.
Cost average $50/mo. No
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336-7001.
Students: Call 345-8204
to place your free Arbiter
Classified Ad.

• 16 Garners. 4
Screens. State-of-theArt Surround Sound
The Reel.Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo 2@Game Night at the Northgate
Reel Theatres, The event starts on Friday, February 4111 @ midnight and runs until 3am
Saturday moming. This will become a weekly event (wi the possibility of more nights being
added later on) at the Northgate Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Sate ST. in Boise. The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watching. For more infonnation on this or for
current movie infonnation, please can 377-2620 or visit www.reeltheatre.com. Come on
over to the Northgate Reel and get your game on!
'XbO~ & Hab
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services

Today's Birthday (01-20-05).
An interesting relationship leads
to a romantic adventure. Don't let
other obligations get in the way.
Address them first. To get the
advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
. Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 7 - The hard part is
. just about over for a while-but
: don't' relax so completely that
you forget to watch where you're
going. That could lead to an
accident.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 - There's plenty of
creative work to be done, and
plenty of money to make. Trouble
is, you'll be tempted to spend
more than you actually earn. Take
care.

by ptlf_trom
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Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 9 - The cares of the
world will be melting away, much
to your delight. A fantasy you'd
just ~hout given up on could even
matenaiize. Be happy.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - The coming four
weeks are a sorting and filing
phase for you. Get organized.
You'll find some things you've
been avoiding don't even need to
be done.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - Just as you're
wondering how you'll accomplish
the tasks you've taken on,
conditions change and you realize
there's a whole team just waiting
to help.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - For the next
several weeks, starting now,
you'll have a lot of new
challenges in your work. The
money's abundant, too. Get out
and make sure it happens.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - A wonderful new
day is dawning. Love, travel and
wisdom are all going well for
now. Let go of what's holding
you back.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - Other-people are
in the mood to talk. Be careful
whom you ask, though, if you
value your time. Only query those
who will have the right answers.

I PLAN TO OPEN AN
AR T GALLERY WITH
A FULL BAR.

1<ltl i'l too Unitod

I-_D_O_G_B_E_R.;..l."_·S_A_Il._T_BA_R_-t1
LUCKY GUESS. I'LL
ASK YOU AGAIN AT
MIDNIGHT.
THAT PAINTING
IS
DREADFUL. IT LOOKS
AS IF A AAT CREATED

IT.

i

g
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - For the next several
weeks, you'll find it much easier
to concentrate on your studies. If
you don't have any studies yet,
pick a topic and get busy.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - You should be able
. to increase your profits noticeably
.in the next day or two. This is
good, because there are a couple
of bills to pay.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Celebrate with your
very best friends and the people
who make you feel like you get
to be a kid forever. You do, way
down inside, It's OK to let it out.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - You may be
tempted to dip into savings and
get something nice for your
home. Would others laugh if they
knew how much you spent? Well,
don't tell them.

(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder
Tribune Information Services.
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Stares MY other countries'
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51 City in Montana
53 Over with
55 Grooving on
56 Ids' partners.
58 Cambridge, MA
sch.
60 Sure enoughl

/.faosO,1 Corporo~'

'If"
~
I'LL SPECIALIZE IN
PUTRID ART THAT'S
UNREASONABLY
PRICED.

01120105

Call Mon.-Thurs. 9-4

BIG
SCREEN!

Sho~s)
& 5CJWn sho~s) ~
are elfher re<Jis1erod _ms
or __

ACROSS
Roomy boats
Dissemblance
Nappers
Litter weakling
Brit's toilet
Tooth layer
Rakes in dough
Author of "The
Grass Harp"
20 Take care of
21 Staff again
23 Three-way
junction
24 Bic or Flair
25 Card game for
three
26 Nagger
27 _ Marie Saint
29 Clambake, often
31 Coloring
agents
34 Piggybank
opening
35 Close again
36 Capital of
Canada
40 Decelerate
© 2005 Tribune Media Servlcee, Inc.
All rights rasarved,
42 One with
confidential info
43 De Niro movie
7 Capital of
47 Stitched border
Solutions
Kansas
48 Spasms
8 Olympic
49 Highland valley
contests
50 Actor Vigoda
9 Judah's son
52 John's Yoko
10 Video-game
53 Same here
shot
54 1957 hit, "Wake
11 Melodramatic
Up Little_"
actor
57 Joseph Smith,
12 Assay anew
for one
13 Like icy
59 Meeling one's
weather
lover
61 Six-out segment 18 Payment or
support lead-in
62 Golfer Trevino
22 Apple PCs
63 Dorothy's pup
64 Hindu groupings 26 Singer LaBelle
65 Ames and Asner 27 Do it wrong
28 Fork in the
66 Adam's
road
grandson
29 Worldly goods
30 Plant holders
DOWN
42 Overlooked
32 Secretaries
1 Curving paths
43 Power
33 Noted drama
2 Hold sway
classification
school
3 Joint protectors
.44 Actress Ryder
37 Stickiness
4 Put into words
45 Squirrel food
5 Jolson and Gore 38 Teeny
46 Stinging weed
39 Branch
6 Student's
50 Donkey
41 Droop
choices

1
5
.8
14
15
16
17
19

CALL331-2820

Northgate
Reel Theatre

Halo 2®
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THe BANK?
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because opportunity
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At Wells Fargo, we provide an environment that supports the dreams and ideals
of,'ollr employe~~;- as well as our customers. And we've been doing it since
..:

1852.
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a place 'where opportunitY is as wide as the horizon.

ON~SIT:EJOB 'FAIR 'for PHONE BANKERS, TELLERS AND
I
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PERSoN.At

BANKERS!

Moiia~y:j~rtll~fy2~Ht 2065
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Come see us at'th~' marketihg booth,

information: 'desk!
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1st floor' of the
I
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SUB, across from' the
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Wells Fargo team members enjoy our outstanding benefits package, an inclusive
work environment, professional development opportunities,

the power ~to

achieve personal financial success, and a unique corporate culture that strives
to make life more rewarding both inside and outside of work .

.
Run widi a leader. ' Run with us.
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